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From the Head of School

The 2014-2015 school year was a huge success on many levels. Academically, our model of progressive education continues to thrive as our children succeed in a setting that acknowledges who they are as people and embraces their interests. Working with our passionate and skilled teachers, our students learned how to harness their talents and apply them to a wide range of challenges—be it learning how to make friends in PreK, how to read in first and second grades or tackle a complex algebra problem in middle school. Equally important, our children learned what is means to be compassionate and caring people who think about others and their role in creating a just and fair classroom and society.

In order to have a healthy and vibrant school, we also need to be financially sound. To accomplish this, we asked everyone in our community to Play a Role. This took many forms from parents opening their homes for admission events, to donating time and expertise on committees and by giving generously. The results of our efforts were historic—in the fall, we asked our parents to help spread the word about Fayerweather through a Word of Mouth campaign which resulted in an astounding 44% increase in applications. At the same time our annual fund captains rallied us not only to meet our financial goal of $180,000, but to significantly increase our participation level. By April break 91% of families had made a gift (up from 68% the previous year) raising $210,000 in the process! Our Midwinter Revel celebrated the performing arts at FSS and raised $130,000 for our Sound and Light project. Our 3rd annual Art of Craft was also a success, with more than 100 parents volunteering to make the day memorable. Combined, both events raised $46,535 to support our financial aid program. In addition to these annual events and initiatives, FSS was fortunate to receive its single largest one time gift from the Cosinuke family, who graduated their youngest of three children last year.

This past spring our graduating eighth grade class was accepted to 13 different independent schools and this fall, they enrolled in 14 public and independent schools. Many are close by at Cambridge Rindge and Latin School, Buckingham Browne & Nichols, Concord Academy, Cambridge School of Weston, and Boston University Academy. Others are farther afield to Milton and Phillips Andover. And still others are as far away as Indonesia. Our alums entering college this fall headed to a variety of schools including American University, Brown, Brandeis, Cooper Union, NYU and Wesleyan. No matter where their paths lead, they will surely bring with them their Fayerweather fire. They have all of you to thank for Playing a Role in providing a unique and meaningful start to their educational journey. So please, take a bow! And, thank you.

Edward Kuh
Head of School
From the Board of Directors

As Fayerweather approaches its 50th anniversary, to be celebrated by the school community during the 2017-18 academic year, we are beginning to reflect on FSS’s fascinating past, its vibrant present, and its exciting future. As we look back, we will also look ahead, as we invite the community to participate in crafting a five-year Strategic Plan for FSS. We embark on that planning process with energy and optimism, because of the foundation of commitment that Fayerweather’s students, teachers, staff, and families have created over the school’s history.

Each year, the Annual Fund is the school’s primary fundraising initiative. Funds raised through our annual campaigns keep tuition down, sustain and grow our commitment to financial aid, and provide our teachers with the resources and professional development training that they need to enhance the school’s curriculum. The Annual Fund is a critical piece of FSS’s budget, without which the rich learning experience valued by Fayerweather families, for nearly 50 years, simply would not be possible.

Last year, the Fayerweather community gave to the Annual Fund in an unprecedented way. More families donated than ever before, and our Annual Fund total reached an all-time high. That level of commitment is necessary to sustain and augment the school’s operations each year. It also provides the budgetary foundation for the aspirations that we will discuss this year during the strategic planning process. The progress that FSS has made in solidifying the Annual Fund, through the outpouring of support from our extended community, allows us to look toward the future from a position of budgetary strength.

On behalf of the Board and the Development Committee, thank you for all of the ways that each of you contributes to our shared mission. We truly value every hour that you spend volunteering for FSS, and every dollar that you donate to make Fayerweather the very special place that it is today. Your ongoing support allows all of us to imagine what FSS can be in future years.

With gratitude,

Julia Cavanaugh
President
Board of Directors

Peter Kochansky
Vice-President
Board of Directors
We are pleased to submit Fayerweather Street School’s financial report for 2014-2015. It was another strong year from the perspective of finance and operations.

- We operated in the black for the 10th consecutive year. On total revenues of $5,992,272, we had total expenses of $5,848,305, with a net surplus of $143,967.
- We awarded more financial aid ($903,454) than ever before.
- We kept tuition increases to 2.5%—the lowest increase in more than a decade.
- We invested significantly in our building, including a new roof, new windows, and new energy efficient LED lights: a total of $276,000 in capital replacements and improvements.
- We made a $200,000 pay-down on our mortgage. This not only added $200K to our equity in our building, but saved us more than $10,000 a year in interest expenses.
- We achieved all of this while keeping teacher salaries and benefits competitive, and investing more in staff professional development than ever before.

In short, we had the financial resources that we needed, not only to achieve our educational mission for the year, but also to invest in our own future. Our balance sheet—like our building—is in better shape now than it was a year before.

There were some challenges, to be sure. The historic winter of 2015 forced us to spend more on snow removal than budgeted. The stock market tremors in the summer of 2015 led to capital losses in the Fayerweather Educational Foundation—our endowment. These events reduced our surplus by almost $100K. However, we were able to absorb those losses and stay in the black.

Undergirding the positive financial results was one of the most successful years the school has had from a development perspective. We achieved new benchmarks for the Annual Fund (both in terms of total giving and participation). We raised more than $100,000 for the Sound and Light project. Best of all, we received the biggest single gift in the school’s history: a contribution of $233,000 from former long-time Fayerweather parents Rob Cosinuke and Jennifer Krier.

While tuition is the biggest income source for FSS, it was, once again, the generous philanthropy of our community that made it possible for us to invest confidently, not only in our present, but in our future.

We are deeply indebted to our previous Treasurer, Rachael Burger, and all the members of our board and finance committee who understand their fiscal stewardship roles well, and provide thoughtful guidance throughout the year. Most of all, we thank each one of you for your continued commitment to Fayerweather as a school and a community!

Charlie McDermott
Director, Finance and Operations

Stephen Sloan
Treasurer
Historic Giving: The Cosinuke Family

Over the last few years, Fayerweather has undergone some significant and notable changes. Some have been more visible than others; such as the new playground, mosaic donor wall and the revamped learning garden. While other successes have been more ‘behind the scenes.’ One such milestone happened in 2014 when FSS became the recipient of the largest single gift in the school’s history: $233,000 from the Cosinuke family.

The Cosinukes—Rob, Jennifer, Abby ’08, Willa ’11 and Gus ‘14—have been part of the Fayerweather community since 1999. In that time, Rob and Jennifer have been active in the life of the school, in and outside of the classroom. Whether it’s volunteering at events (like building the set for the Unit play), attending alumni events, or Rob’s ongoing service as a member of the Board of Trustees, the Cosinuke family was, and still is, integrally involved with Fayerweather. Their enthusiasm for and commitment to the school has not wavered over the years.

With their children at varying stages in their educational journey—Abby, a senior at Colorado College; Willa, a college freshman at The Cooper Union, and Gus, a sophomore at Concord Academy—it’s remarkable that they chose to invest their resources in Fayerweather. Rob tells us “Fayerweather’s progressive values, community spirit, and child-centered approach” resonated with his own wonderful educational journey through The School in Rose Valley, a highly progressive school in Philadelphia, and later, Quaker High School and College. Jennifer, who moved around a lot and attended multiple schools as a child and teenager, always valued Fayerweather teachers’ commitment to “getting” their students, and believes this helps even young Fayerweather students know who they are, what they care about, and how they might make a difference in the world.

Their gift, along with the contribution of time and generosity of countless parents and supporters in our community, has positioned us to grow, to enhance the quality of a Fayerweather education, and to fulfill our mission of providing a Fayerweather education for generations to come.

thank you!
Fayerweather Luminaries are donors recognized for their exceptional generosity and philanthropic commitment to the school.

**SUN**
$10,000 and above
Susan & Dino Cattaneo
Jennifer Krier & Robert Cosinuke
Neil & Jane Pappalardo
Anonymous (3)

**FLARE**
$2,500 to $4,999
Macie & Rob Himmel
Aiden Winslow ’85 & Russell Horwitz
Julie Winslow ’87 & Ned Regina
Genevieve & John Wolfe

**FLAME**
$1,000 to $1,499
Åsa Aulin Ahlberg & Christopher Ahlberg
Melissa Bradford & Michael Klug
Caren & Daniel Connell
Ophelia Dahl & Lisa Frantzis
Ruth Faas & Andrew Bush
Justin Folkers
Jane Gray
Maria & Greg Jobin-Leeds
Geoffrey D. Kimball
Nancy Klemm Friedman & Richard Friedman
Rachel Knight ’87
Tatyana & Robert Knight ’87
Karen ’84 & Justin Miel
Natalie Olsen & D. Andrew Hall
Mary & Rudy Rubenis
Starr & Philip Snead
Lauren Stewart & Ben Vigoda
Barbara Timken
Jessica & Christopher Wright
Anonymous

**BLAZE**
$5,000 to $9,999
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Gita & Peter Givertzman
Lucinda Jewell
Lauren & Steve Magoun
Mary & Gary Pforzheimer
Judy Polacheck & Jonathan Rosand
Alison & Akshay Vaishnaw

**SPARK**
$1,500 to $2,499
BJ Daniel & Meg Bruton
Lauren Dias & Peter Kochansky
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Carey & Jonathan Hoch
Courtney Jackson & Mark Ontkush
Aida Khan & Nergis Mavalvala
Ed & Lisa Kuh
Sang-Jeong Lee-Min & Alex Min
Jennifer & Charles Lieber
Annika Malmberg & Steven McCarroll
Lia & Chad Novotny
Jeannie Ramey & Bruce Biewald
Zoe Stark
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TINDER
to $249
Jane Aibel & Joel Weisberg
Khalid Al-Quradaghi & Shaimaa Ahmed
Dana Ansel & Krishna Rajagopal
Michelle Apigian & John DiModica

EMBER
$500 to $999
Amy Abelove & Richard Bowen
Catherine & David Allan
Amelia Dunlop & Andrew Krivak
Amy Gagliardi & David Coleman
Margaret Ann Gray
Julia Kramer
Elana & Robert Levine
Sara Levine
Barbara Pearlman & Noah Smith
Gabriel Quirk & Matt Bucy
Helen Ramey
Mary & Jim Robinson
Erin Rowland & Stephen Sloan
Carolina & Bryan Sloan
Kathy Sanders & Melina Salerno
Dr. Rosalind Segal & Michael Greenberg
Alex Steinberg & Abby Brown Steinberg
Aisha Vasquez Jackson & Todd Jackson
Anonymous

KINDLING
$250 to $499
Gwen Acton & Mark Moody
Eve Alpern & Brenda Morris
Ellen Baker & Mark Sommer
Claire & David Blood-Deschamps
Rachael Burger & Hitesh Hathi
Janine Byrne & Bruce Picard
BJ & Don Cavallacci
Anne-Marie Chang & Orfeu Buxton
Christine Colburn & Michael Coffey
Yolita del Carmen Nugent & Adam Whiton
Deanna Dement Myers
Luxy Desir
Cecile Garcin & Fred Chereau
Janet Goguen & Brian Holmes
Carol Goss & Donald Straus
Elaine Hsieh & James Keller
Julius Hunter
Mariana Kirsanova & Danil Kirsanov
Susan & Roland Kluver
Rosalyn & Charles Lowenhaupt
Elizabeth Miel
Stephanie Mitchell & Andrew Smiles
Vera H. Price
Mark Reeves

Emily Roos & Tina Morello
Sandra & Norton Sloan
Janet Sortor & Tim McLaughlin
Frederica & Arthur Steinberg
Jennifer Van Campen
Kathleen Van Campen
Fuensanta Vera-Diaz
Carolyn Wood & Ian Sue Wing
Donna & Donald Wright
Anonymous
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ANNUAL FUND DONORS
Fayerweather Friends

Suzanne Atkins
Ingleed Auguste
Chela Badell-Watson
Aki Bahibla & Ferehiwet Yohannes
Laura & Randy Bak
Diana & Alan Bateman
Sharon & Mike Bedig
Brad Bennett & Barbara Schwartz
Aaron Bennett & Sarah Dunbar
Heidi Berke & Jeffrey Halperin
Chrissi Betz
Connie Biewald & Jeff Thomas
Virginia Blake & Jacqueline MacCallum
Jim & Alice Bohrer
Luisa Botero-Schwartz & Lawrence Schwartz
Abigail Branch & Debbie Tomsho
Lorna Bratton Cooper
William Braunlin & Cathy Siebold
Jill Breitbarth
Mark Breneman & Ann Haycox
Rhea & Tod Brubaker
Tania Lang Burger
Kelly Butler
Suzanne Caruso
Ann & Mark Cason-Snow
Gabrielle Cavallacci & Carmen Lico
Julia & Mike Cavanaugh
Charlotte Cavanaugh
Maxie Chambloss & Davis Sweet
Jennifer Chandler-Ward & Peter Heller
Rebecca Chatham & Christopher Fanzica
Celia Chatham & Stephen Shenefield
Dan Cignarella & Lori Schneider
FAYERWEATHER FIRE
Fayerweather recognizes all alums who have made contributions.

Max Cohen ’00
Rachel Knight ’87
Robert Knight ’87
Evan Kuh ’10
Joshua Kuh ’13
Jessica Lander ’02
Quinn Phillip Picard ’14
Hannah Gittleman ’79
Karen Miel ’84
Aiden Winslow ’85
Julie Winslow ’87

* indicates the person served as an Annual Fund captain.
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David Allan
Chrisi Betz
Mark Breneman*
Rachael Burger
Julia Cavanaugh*
Robert Cosinuke
Cindy Dill*
Anne Eisner
Diana Perez Glass
Therese Hendricks
Courtney Jackson
Peter Kochansky*
Kate Lee
Lia Novotny
James O’Toole
Mark Reeves
Stephen Sloan
Cynthia Taft*
Christopher Wright
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Rebecca Chetham & Christopher Panzica
Dan Cignarella & Lori Schneider
Kevin & Marissa Clark
Rachel & Joshua Cohen
Christine Colburn & Michael Coffey
Iris Coloma-Gaines & Michael Gaines
Kate Condliffe & David Chen
Caren & Daniel Connell
Julie & Robert Cooper
Rachel Cooper & Victor Ramde
Ophelia Dahl & Lisa Frantzis
Bethany Daniel & Meg Bruton
Yolita del Carmen Nugent & Adam Whiton
Deanna Dement Myers
Florentien deRuiter & Tom Bok
Luxy Desir
Lauren Dias & Peter Kochansky*
Diane DiCicco & Daniel Braunstein
Kristen Dietrich & Syaiful Bahri
Jennifer Dorsen
Amelia Dunlop & Andrew Krivak
Leslie & John Paul Dunn
Anne Ellsworth
Ruth Faas & Andrew Bush
Deb Favreau & Dan Penrice
Jennifer Feller & Sam Palmer
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Michele & Adam Ferrari
Melissa Feuerstein & Ben Dunlap
Marina Flessas
Myrto Flessas & Emmett Finocche
Genie & Dov Finocche
Justin Folkers
Shannah & Bradley Franckum
Cary Friedman & Rick Wellisch
Amy Gagliardi & David Coleman
Linda Garmon
Tia Gary
Elena Geretti
Gita & Peter Givertzman
Jane Gray
Ashley & Laroy Harding
Macie & Rob Himmel
Carey & Jonathan Hoch
Elaine Hsieh & James Keller
Jennifer Hunter & Robert Sugiuura
Courtney Jackson & Mark Ontkush
Maria & Greg Jobin-Leeds
Laura Johnson & Alex Harwitz
Kristen & Chris Juliani
Miriam Kahn
Jennifer & Gregory Katsoulis
Gungeet Kaur & Pushpir Bhetia
Catharine & Simon Kennedy
Aida Khan & Nergis Mavalvala
Jennifer Kimball & Ry Cavanaugh
Mariana Kirsanova & Danil Kirsanov
Catherine Krupnick
Allyson Kurker & James Weitzman
Sang Jeong Lee Min & Alex Min*
Sara Levine
EJ & Tom Long
Rebecca Lowenhaupt & David Meshoulam
Tracey & Eric Lowenstien
Lauren & Steve Magoun
Annika Malmberg & Steven McCarroll
Leslie* & Peter Nichol
Lia & Chad Novotny
James O'Toole
Barbara Pearlman & Noah Smith
Mary & Gary Pforzheimer
Judy Polacheck & Jonathan Rosand
Lisa Price & Spencer Lynn
Gabriel Quirk & Matt Bucy
Jeannie Ramey & Bruce Biewald
Emily Roos & Tina Morello
Ananda & Tina Rose
Erin Rowland & Stephen Sloan
Mary & Rudy Rubenis
Carolina & Bryan Sadowski
Kathy Sanders & Melina Salerno
Jennifer Sargent* & Billy Beard
Talia Schaffer & George Musser
Karen Schwartz & Andrew Wellnitz
Maureen Scully & Gerald Denis
Karen Shakman & Jonathan Ledlie
Carrie Sheinberg & Paul Hochman
Jennifer Smith & Josh Golin
Rebecca & Michael Smith
Zoe Stark
Alex Steinberg* & Abby Brown Steinberg
Lauren Stewart & Ben Vigoda
Carey & Peter Thomson
Vidya Tikku & Harsh Mirchandani
Farley Urmston
Alison & Akshay Vaishnav
Jennifer Van Campen
Aisha Vasquez Jackson & Todd Jackson
Fuensanta Vera-Diaz
Elizabeth Vittori-Koch & Daniel Koch
Joshua Wachs
Aiden Winslow ’85 & Russell Horwitz
Julie Winslow ’87* & Ned Regina
Genevieve* & John Wolfe
Carolyn Wood & Ian Sue Wing
Donna & Donald Wright
Jessica & Christopher Wright
Sungmin Yoo & Seok Yun

GRAND PARENTS
Jim & Alice Bohrer
Lorna Bratton Cooper
Tania Lang Burger
BJ & Don Cavallacci
Charlotte Cavanaugh
Jo-Anne Clark
Janet & Jeffrey DiModica
Andrew Feuerstein
Elaine Golin
Julius Hunter
Geoffrey D. Kimball
Regina & Ken Kurker
Elana & Robert Levine
Rosalyn & Charles Lowenhaupt
Elizabeth Miel
Elaine & Richard Murphy
Rosalie & Dave Myers
Neil & Jane Pappalardo
Vera H. Price
Meera Radhakrishnan & Radhakrishnan Mylapore
Helen Ramey
Nan & Edmund Regina
Mary & Jim Robinson
Sandra & Robert Sadowski
Dr. Sharon Ford Schattgen
Sandra & Norton Sloan
Janet Sortor
& Tim McLaughlin
Frederica & Arthur Steinberg
Mrs. Katherine H. Udall
Sheila & Tom Urmston
Kathleen Van Campen

Abigail Branch
Mark Breneman*
Suzanne Caruso
Ann Cason-Snow
Maxie Chambliss*
Melanie Cimini
Karina Davis
Sandra Delaney
Deanna Dement Myers
Cindy Dill*
Iris DuPont
Hannah Gittleman ’79
Heidi Given
Nancy Lynn Goldberg
Joan Ann Grisham
Kerryn Hinds
Sufia Jamal
Jennifer Kay Goodman
Ed Kuh
Kate & Rob Lee
Charlie McDermott
Jimi Mulvehill
Ikuko Oseki
Scot Oxholm
Angela Pendleton
Alyssa Rosenfeld
Stacey Smiar
Diana Tatz
Dorla White-Simpson
Marian White
Reginald Willingham
Kate Yohay

Virginia Blake
& Jacqueline MacCallum
William Braunlin
& Cathy Siebold
Jill Breitbarth
Susan & Dino Cattaneo
Maxie Chambliss
& Davis Sweet
Anne-Marie Chang
& Orfeu Buxton
Celia Chetham
& Stephen Shenefield
Candace Clampitt
& J. Shea Ennen
Cynthia & Ted Cohen
Lee Cooprider
Patricia Davidson
Cindy Dill & Boris Goldowsky
Tammy Dowley-Blackman
& Mark Blackman
Anne Eisner & James Taff
Ruth Faas & Andrew Bush
Chris Fitch
Patricia Flaherty
& Charles McDermott
Cecile Garcin
& Fred Chereau
Roscoe Giles & Carolyn Royle
Diana & Jeffrey Glass
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Randy Goodman
& Matthew Schneps
Carol Goss & Donald Straus
Margaret Ann Gray
Therese Hendricks
& Larry Oliverio
Erin Hoffer & Bruce Herrmann
Lucinda Jewell
Joyce Klein & Malcolm Slavin
Nancy Klemm Friedman
& Richard Friedman
Jennifer Krier
& Robert Cosinuke
Ed & Lisa Kuh
Cynthia Landau
& David Weiner
Kate & Rob Lee
Diane Levin & Gary Goldstein
Jennifer & Charles Lieber
Karyn Miller-Medzon
& Ron Medzon
Sally Brewster Moulton
& Christopher Huvos
Carol & Rick Myers

FACULTY & STAFF
Suzanne Atkins
Ingleed Auguste
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Sharon Bedig
Aaron Bennett
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Chrissi Betz
Connie Biewald*
Cynthia Bohrer
& LaTayna Purnell
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Randy Goodman
& Matthew Schneps
Carol Goss & Donald Straus
Margaret Ann Gray
Therese Hendricks
& Larry Oliverio
Erin Hoffer & Bruce Herrmann
Lucinda Jewell
Joyce Klein & Malcolm Slavin
Nancy Klemm Friedman
& Richard Friedman
Jennifer Krier
& Robert Cosinuke
Ed & Lisa Kuh
Cynthia Landau
& David Weiner
Kate & Rob Lee
Diane Levin & Gary Goldstein
Jennifer & Charles Lieber
Karyn Miller-Medzon
& Ron Medzon
Sally Brewster Moulton
& Christopher Huvos
Carol & Rick Myers
Foundations & Corporations

Bank of America
Private Wealth Management

The Boston Foundation

Grantham Mayo, Van Otterloo & Co. LLC

Fidelity Charitable Gift Fund (7)

Joelson Foundation

Montauk Foundation

Silicon Valley Community Foundation

Sloan Family Charitable Trust

Winston-Salem Foundation

Major Gifts are given to the school, outside of the Annual Fund, to fund specific initiatives and programs.

Donors

Jennifer Krier & Robert Cosinuke
Mary & Gary Pforzheimer
Farley Urmston & Karl Bandtel
Anonymous (2)

Special Gifts

Robin Grumman Vogt & Eric Vogt
Gungeet Kaur & Pushpir Bhetia
Ed & Lisa Kuh
Sufia & Yasin Jamal

Professional Development

Luxy Desir
Lori & Eric Lander

Matching Gifts

Grantham Mayo, Van Otterloo & Co. LLC

Friends of Fayerweather

Diana & Alan Bateman
Deb Giragosian & Bon Appetit Caterers
Spencer Glendon & Lisa Tung
Susan E. & Roland Kluver
Julia Kramer
Susan Lutwak & Kenneth Maser
Starr & Philip Snead
Joseph M. Stanton
TRIBUTE
GIFTS

In memory of Jim Allspaugh
BJ Daniel & Meg Bruton

In memory of Richard Ely
Lynette Tsiang

In memory of Gerald Kochansky
Anonymous

In memory of Ann Sanders
Kathy Sanders & Melina Salerno

In honor of Connie Biewald
Jan & Graham Walker

In honor of Jennifer Kay Goodman
Anonymous

In honor of Carol H. Kimball
Jennifer Kimball & Ry Cavanaugh

In honor of Peter, Oscar & Milo Kochansky
Anonymous

In honor of John Mitchell
Stephanie Mitchell & Andrew Smiles

In honor of Marian White Ward
Iris Coloma-Gaines & Michael Gaines

Amy Abelove & Richard Bowen
Eli Bowen

Eve Alpern & Brenda Morris
Jaden & Isaac Morris

Kim Bandtel
Spencer Bandtel

Sigall & Pete Bell
Olivia & Milo Bell

Connie Biewald & Jeff Thomas
Taj Gary

Shirley & Ed Biewald
Roza & Emmett Biewald

Dr. & Mrs. Rodrigo Botero
Jordan & Jacob Schwartz

Luisa Botero-Schwartz & Lawrence Schwartz
Jordan & Jacob Schwartz

Mr. & Mrs. Richard Brubaker
Nora & Lucy Brubaker

Linda & Rick Burmeister
Jack & Nate Magoun

Norma Calder
Adeline & Viviana Juliani

BJ & Don Cavallacci
Sebastian Cavallacci
Celia Chetham & Stephen Shenefield
Tommy Shenefield

Rebecca Chetham & Christopher Panzica
Abigail Panzica

Jo-Anne Clark
Paloma Clark

Meryl Cohen
Avram Cohen

Iris Coloma-Gaines & Michael Gaines
Sebastian Gaines

Caren & Daniel Connell
Mason Connell

Amiel Cooper & Lori Adcock
Jack Ramde

Ophelia Dahl & Lisa Frantzis
Luke Frantzis-Dahl

Deanna Dement Myers
Nell Dement Myers

Luxy Desir
Alison Desir

Kristen Dietrich & Syaiful Bahri
Ihno Dietrich

Tammy Dowley-Blackman & Mark Blackman
Isabella Blackman

Joan Eddy
Charlotte Cattaneo

Anne Ellsworth
Pablo Ellsworth

Jennifer Feller & Sam Palmer
Eleanor & Grace Palmer

Susan & Lloyd Feller
Eleanor & Grace Palmer

Melissa Feuerstein & Ben Dunlap
Nia Dunlap

Catherine Frantzis
Luke Frantzis-Dahl

Alice & Steve Golin
Clara Golinsmith

Jane Gray
Malcolm Gray

Ted & Lisa Hallstrom
Emma, Grace & Clara Horwitz, Kai & Elias Regina

Barbara Hunter Millner & Lawrence Millner
Charlotte & Maggie Cavanaugh

William L. Jackson
Maxwell Jackson

Aida Khan & Nergis Mavalvala
Evren Khan

Julia Ko & Nai Nan
Tairou Komyerov

Sang-Jeong Lee-Min & Alex Min
Arno Min

Sara Levine
Dorothea Levine

EJ & Tom Long
Desmond Long

Rosalyn & Charles Lowenhaupt
Ella & Hanna Meshoulam

Anne Magoun
Jack & Nate Magoun

Lauren & Steve Magoun
Jack & Nate Magoun

Uriel & Rachel Meshoulam
Ella & Hanna Meshoulam

Elizabeth Miel
Samantha & Alexis Miel

Lauren Mueller
Owen Mueller

Rosalie & Dave Myers
Nell Dement Myers

Sarah Newhouse & Steven Mikulka
Sam Mikulka

Leslie & Peter Nichol
Isah & Ella Nichol

Lia & Chad Novotny
Daria & Huck Novotny

James O’Toole
Bevin O’Toole

Dr. Sarah Pearlman & Ms. Gloria Charles
Owen Smith

Suzanne Pelton
Isah & Ella Nichol

Judy Polacheck & Jonathan Rosand
Ollie Rosand

Lisa Price & Spencer Lynn
Sofia & Theodore Price Lynn

Helen Ramey
Roza & Emmett Biwald

Edith & Charles Rathbone
Nick ‘83 & Owen ‘10 Rathbone

Nan & Edmund Regina
Kai & Elias Regina

Ellen & David Rosand
Ollie Rosand

Carolina & Bryan Sadowski
Teo Sadowski

Talia Schaffer & George Musser
Eliana Musser

Zelda & Paul Schwartz
Ayla & Violet Wellnitz

Karma Sichoe & Tsetan Dolkar
Tenzin Lhamo

Rebecca Verrill Smith & Michael Smith
Theo Smith

Ruth Smolash & Ryan Katofsky
Nina Katofsky

Dorrie & Tom Stapleton
Owen Mueller

Lauren Stewart & Ben Vigoda
Arden Vigoda

Setsuko Sugiura
Audrey & Stella Sugiura

Farley Urmston & Karl Bandtel
Spencer Bandtel & Oscar Cignarella

Jennifer Van Campen
Connor & Ian Kennedy

Kathleen Van Campen
Connor & Ian Kennedy

Elizabeth Vittori-Koch & Daniel Koch
Zoe & Cy Vittori-Koch

Eva & Helmut Wellisch
Sami, Maggie & Jeremy Friedman-Wellisch

Marcia & John Whiton
Reece Whiton

Genevieve & John Wolfe
Ayaulym Wolfe
Among the many highlights of this year’s annual Midwinter Revel, was the addition of FSS alumni performing vignettes from past Unit plays. Characters from Sadako, The Tempest, Midsummer Night’s Dream and The Rememberer were resurrected to celebrate and highlight the purchase of a much-needed new sound and light system.

**MOONBEAM**
$1000+
Carolina & Bryan Sadowski
Anonymous

**STARSHINE**
$500 to $999
Kim Bandtel
Melissa Bradford & Michael Klug
Lauren & Steve Magoun
Annika Malmberg & Steven McCarroll
Lia & Chad Novotny
Farley Urmston & Karl Bandtel
Genevieve & John Wolfe

**TWINKLE**
from $100 to $499
Asa Aulin Ahlberg & Christopher Ahlberg
Julia Kramer
Starr & Philip Snead
Frederica & Arthur Steinberg

**EVENT SPONSORS**
Donations beyond the ticket price made this event sparkle.

**TEACHER TICKET SPONSORS**
Gwen Acton & Mark Moody
Sigall & Pete Bell
Robert & Jeanne Bellows
Melissa Bradford & Michael Klug
Rachel & Joshua Cohen
Lauren Dias & Peter Kochansky
Anne Ellsworth
Ruth Faas & Andrew Bush
Cary Friedman & Rick Wellisch
Courtney Jackson & Mark Ontkush
Maria & Greg Jobin-Leeds
Lauren & Steve Magoun
Annika Malmberg & Steven McCarroll
Lia & Chad Novotny
Mary & Gary Pforzheimer
Jeannie Ramey & Bruce Biewald
Maureen Scully & Gerald Denis
Alex Steinberg & Abby Brown Steinberg
Lauren Stewart & Ben Vigoda
Cynthia Taft & Fredrick Mueller
Farley Urmston
Julie Winslow ’87 & Ned Regina
Genevieve & John Wolfe
Jessica & Christopher Wright
Donna & Donald Wright
EVENT DONORS
Live Auction:
The Beard-Sargent, Cavanaugh & Biewald-Ramey Families
Ed Kuh, Diana Tatz, Kate Lee & Alyssa Rosenfeld
The Novotny & Swahnberg Families
The Sadowski Family
Silent Auction:
Eve Alpern & Berklee College of Music
Brad Bennett
Berkshire Mountain Distillers
Linda Garmon
Chris & Kristen Juliani
Gungeet Kaur & Pushpir Bhatia & Guru the Caterer
Jennifer & Brad Kay Goodman
Jennifer Kimball & Club Passim
Sarah Newhouse & Actors’ Shakespeare Project
Lia & Chad Novotny
Camp Waziyatah
Fayerweather SummerTime
Steve & Kate’s Camp

EVENT CAPTAINS
Christy Colburn
Marina Flessas
Greg Katsoulis
Erin McLaughlin
Lia Novotny
Jessica Wright

SOUND AND LIGHT PROJECT
Guests gave generously before, during and after the event to support new sound and light equipment for school performances.

AMY Abelove & Richard Bowen
Catherine & David Allan
Eve Alpern & Brenda Morris
Chela Badell-Watson
Farley Urmston & Karl Bandtel
Sharon & Mike Bedig
Sigall & Pete Bell

EVENT MCs
Ed Kuh
Julie Winslow ’87

SPECIAL THANKS
Alumni performers and their producers:
Ajani Acloque ’14
Chhoyang Cheshatsang ’11
Coleman Hirschberg ’12
Anna Husson ’13
Clare McDermott ’12
Nicole McElhoe ’14
Noah Miller Medzon ’11
Ingleed Auguste
Joy Lambertson-Arcolano
Laurie Smith
Lyn Town-Smith

Liz Vittori Koch
Jess Wright
Devin Wright ’15
Genevieve Wolfe
Sungmin Yoo

Jeanne & Robert Bellows
Rhea & Todd Brubaker
Maxie Chambliss & Davis Sweet
Rachel & Joshua Cohen
Caren & Daniel Connell
Ophelia Dahl & Lisa Frantzis
Deanna Dement Myers
Florentien deRuiter & Tom Bok
Kristen Dietrich & Syaiful Bahri
Cindy Dill & Boris Goldowsky
Amelia Dunlop & Andrew Krivak
Anne Ellsworth
Mara Evans & Gregory Murdock
Jennifer Feller & Sam Palmer
Myrto Flessas & Emmett Finocche
Genie & Dov Fogel
Shannah & Bradley Franckum
Cary Friedman & Rick Wellisch
Amy Gagliardi & David Coleman
Roscoe Giles & Carolyn Royce
Gita & Peter Givertzman
Diana & Jeffrey Glass

Jane Gray
Ted & Lisa Hallstrom
Carey & Jonathan Hoch
Sufia & Yasin Jamal
Jennifer Krier & Robert Cosinuke
Ed & Lisa Kuh
Sang-Jeong Lee-Min & Alex Min
EJ & Tom Long
Lauren & Steve Magoun
Erin McLaughlin & Eric Masunaga
Karen ’84 & Justin Miel
Karyn Miller-Medzon & Ron Medzon
Diane & Charles Norris
Lia & Chad Novotny
Neil & Jane Pappalardo
Lisa Price & Spencer Lynn
Jeannie Ramey & Bruce Biewald

Maxie Chambliss
Melanie Cimini
Rachel Cohen
Christy Colburn
David Coleman
Lola Dement Myers
Nell Dement Myers ’15
Kristen Dietrich
Leslie Dunn
Abby Faas Bush ’16
Marina Flessas
Myrto Flessas
Genie Fogel
Jake Fogel ’25
Justin Folkers
Ray Giles ’95
Nancy Lynn Goldberg
GM Hakim
Jonathan Hoch
Russell Horowitz

Carolina & Bryan Sadowski
Jennifer Sargent & Billy Beard
Rebecca & Michael Smith
Lauren Stewart & Ben Vigoda
Cynthia Taft & Frederick Mueller
Alison & Akshay Vaishnaw
Elizabeth Vittori-Koch & Daniel Koch
Dorla White-Simpson & John Simpson
Aiden Winslow ’85 & Russell Horwitz
Julie Winslow ’87 & Ned Regina
Jessica & Christopher Wright
Anonymous (3)

VOLUNTEERS
Amy Abelove
Eve Alpern
Suzanne Atkins
Ingleed Auguste
Syailuf Bahri
Eli Bowen ’20
Andrew Bush
Ann Cason-Snow
Maggie Cavanagh ’18

Jennifer Hunter
Callie Jobin Leeds ’16
Addie Juliani ’25
Chris Juliani
Vivi Juliani ’25
Greg Katsoulis
Shiva Kraakman ’16

Ed Kuh
Josh Kuh ’13
Chelsea LeClair
Henry Ledlie ’21
Tadhg Ledlie ’23
Kate Lee
Rob Lee
Ruby Manolson Russell ’16
Geneva Masunaga ’20
Louisa Masunaga ’29
Charlie McDermott
Erin McLaughlin

Karen Miel ’84
Brenda Morris
Jimi Mulvehill
Harper Needham ’16
Lia Novotny
Junior Numa
Gary Pforzheimer
Mary Pforzheimer
Ned Regina
Melina Salerno
Luisa Schwartz
Karen Shakman
Audrey Shakman ’17
Bob Sugiuira
Stella Sugiuira ’21
Aisha Vasquez Jackson
Julie Winslow ’87
Devin Wright ’15
Donald Wright ’16
Jess Wright
The Horizon Fund, created in 2007, supports a range of professional enrichment opportunities for faculty and staff. It serves two functions: supplementing and funding program projects that exceed the scope of the program, and rewarding service and dedication by underwriting projects that allow staff to grow, learn, and renew. In 2007, the first recipients, fifth and sixth grade teachers, visited South Africa as part of a two-week seminar that supported their middle passage curriculum. Since then, the Horizon Fund has allowed teachers to: learn Haitian Kréyol, study with authors and musicians, travel to East Africa and our sister school in Maténwa, Haiti, and provided time for our art and woodshop teachers to work on their own art.

In 2015, Chela Badell-Watson, Spanish teacher, and Kevin Clark, PreK teacher, were awarded funds to take courses in their field of interest. Chela traveled to Denver, CO over the summer to attend a week-long Organic World Language (OWL) workshop, and Kevin attended a writing conference titled Extending Our Image of Children: New Possibilities for Writers.

OWL is a teaching methodology that focuses on student empowerment, kinesthetic engagement, and community building to fuel second language acquisition. Chela explains “Having used OWL before, I was able to immediately see the benefits that it brings to all my students; they are more eager to communicate and use the language in a more natural way. I can’t wait to implement these techniques and strategies that elicit such high levels of student-production. The methodology is so in tune with our Fayerweather approach of always seeking innovative and effective ways of educating our children.”

Kevin’s two-day conference considered the question: What conditions support the young writers we work with in their efforts to develop as authors, meaningmakers, and communicators? Featured guest speaker, Matt Glover, author of Already Ready, Projecting Possibilities for Writers, and Engaging Young Writers, spoke about the image of young children as writers and the value of mentor texts to support children’s identification as authors.

The conference was hosted by the Opal School in Portland, OR. Influenced by the Reggio Emilia approach and inquiry-based learning, the Opal School is renowned for combining literacy and arts in what they call “Story Workshop.” Part of the conference experience was to explore the classrooms at the Opal School and consider how environment and materials support young writers and storytellers.
Fayerweather welcomed hundreds of people to enjoy food, live music, shopping and fun! Proceeds from the event supported the arts program at the school.

**EVENT SPONSORS**

- Berklee College of Music
- Gary Bernardo
- Spotlite Cleaning
- Roma Mayur
- Cambridge Trust Company
- Lia & Chad Novotny
- Berit Pratt & Betsy Smith
- Nitwits
- Starr & Philip Snead
- Advancement Connections
- Zoe Stark
- Anonymous

**FOOD DONORS**

- Commonwealth Restaurant
- Guru the Caterer
- Iggy’s Bread of the World
- Kitchen on Common
- KO Pies
- Lakota Bakery

**MUSIC**

- Councilman Jam
- Dogs in a Pile
- Fayerweather Parents
- The Fayerweather After School Bands
- Indigo Collective
- CSW Ensemble
- The Flip Flops
- Fayerweather Parent

**ART of CRAFT**

- Councilman Jam
- Dogs in a Pile
- Fayerweather Parents
- The Fayerweather After School Bands
- Indigo Collective
- CSW Ensemble
- The Flip Flops
- Fayerweather Parent
VOLUNTEERS

Amy Abelove
David Allan
Michelle Apigian
Suzanne Atkins
Chela Badell Watson
Syaiful Bahri
Brad Bennett
Bruce Biewald
Connie Biewald
Izaak Biewald ‘12
Cindy Bohrer
Eli Bowen ‘20
Ric Bowen
Janine Byrne

Lori Cignarella
Melanie Cimini
Ella Coffey ‘19
Rachel Cohen
Christy Colburn
Dan Connell
Florentien De Ruiter

Aida Khan
Arthur Kuh
Ed Kuh
Kate Lee
Rob Lee
Rebecca Lowenhaupt
Silvia Lucero

Sandra Delaney
Lola Dement Myers
Nell Dement Myers ‘15
Ihno Dietrich ‘15
Kristen Dietrich
Cindy Dill
Anne Ellsworth
Abby Faas Bush ‘16
Ruth Faas
Deb Favreau
Genie Fogel
Nancy Lynn Goldberg
Coby Gray ‘12
Jane Gray
Jonathan Hoch
Chloe Hofland
Ayla Horowitz ‘16
Russel Horowitz
Jennifer Hunter
Chris Juliani
Kristen Juliani
Eva Kahn ‘19
Miriam Kahn

Lauren Magoun
Charlie McDermott
Erin McLaughlin
Susan Miller
Alex Min
Harper Needham ‘16
Michelle Nicholasen
Lia Novotny
Bevin O’Toole ‘19
Abby Panzica ‘15
Leslie Pelton Nichol
Mary Pforzheimer
Gary Pforzheimer
Grace Picard ‘16
Lisa Price
LaTayna Purnell

Jeannie Ramey
Chloe Rubenis ‘16
Barbara Schwartz
Karen Schwartz
Luisa Schwartz
Maureen Scully
Finn Scully ‘17
Karen Shakman
Chuck Slotnick
Noah Slotnick ‘12
Rebecca Smith
Theo Smith ‘15
Bob Sugiuara
Farley Urmston
Leela Vaishnaw ‘16
Aisha Vasquez Jackson
Rick Wellisch
Dorla White-Simpson
Julie Winslow ‘87
Jessica Wright
Julie Yao Cooper
Jayhung Yoo ‘15
Sungmin Yoo

Charlotte Cattaneo ‘15
Dino Cattaneo
Nicholas Cattaneo ‘13
Susan Cattaneo
Julia Cavanaugh
Maggie Cavanaugh ‘18
Dave Chen

LaTayna Purnell
From the Development Office

This past school year was an exceptionally successful fundraising year for Fayerweather. With such success, it might be easy to overlook the deeper meaning and impact such achievements have for our community. This is especially true when the programs and events raised the money needed, we had plenty of volunteers, and all the people involved had a wonderful time. Working together, we made it look easy!

Meeting goals is absolutely imperative, but what is the impact on our community? Exceeding expectations feels wonderful, but is the greatest reward simply the financial gain?

In the Development Office, this question is answered when we choose photos for our publications. When reviewing files of images, we are met with many smiling faces—in the classrooms, on the playground, in our afterschool programs and during special events. Our community is filled with people fully engaged in the life of the school; people intentionally playing a role in ensuring Fayerweather students receive a rich and comprehensive education. This is what reaching our goals allows us to do.

So when you see someone smiling as you walk down the hallway, give one in return. Because chances are, you are smiling at an educator, parent, or student who is actively committed to making Fayerweather what it is today, and who is engaged in building our successes into the future. As we gear up for our 50th anniversary year, 2017-2018, we will be able to look back and see a string of goals met and exceeded. With each of these illuminated by the smiles of the people who committed their time, finances and energy to the goal that really matters: the development of our students as they explore, create, analyze, and define what is interesting to them. Through your financial support, each of you played a role in linking our educational programs to the values we have as a community.

Our goals for next year are simple; to continue to make it possible for all of us to keep forming deep, meaningful relationships so that the smiles are easy and genuine when we greet each other. Tell authentic stories that highlight and strengthen Fayerweather’s narrative. And continue to reflect on how to be purposeful members of this community, as we strive to make a difference for our school. Together, I have every confidence we will meet these goals.

Deanna Dement Myers
Director of Development
THANK YOU!
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SAVE THE DATES!

SAT | FEBRUARY | 27

---

SAT | MAY | 7